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Jesus shows Luisa me two high stairways, from earth up to Heaven.  

On one of them there were more people – very few on the other one.  

 

 

After this, Jesus came back and, noticing that I had cried, told me: “Have you cried?”  

And I: ‘I cried with Mama. I didn’t cry with anyone else, and I did it because You were not here.’  

 

Jesus took my hands in His hands, and it seemed that He was soothing my pains. 

Then He showed me two high stairways, from earth up to Heaven.  

On one of them there were more people – very few on the other one.  

 

The one on which there were only few people was of solid gold, and it seemed that those few who 

were going up were other Jesuses – each one of them was one Jesus.  

On the other one, which seemed to be made of wood, there were more people, and they could be 

distinguished and identified – almost all short and not very developed. 

Jesus told me:  

“My daughter, those who lived their lives in my Life ascend on the golden stairs. 

I can say that they are my feet, my hands, my Heart – the whole of Myself.  

Just as you can see that they are another Me, they are everything to Me, and I am their life.  

 

Their actions are all of gold and of incalculable price, because they are Divine.  

Nobody will ever be able to reach their height because they are my very Life. 

Almost without anyone knowing them, because they are hidden within Me.  

Only in Heaven will they be perfectly known. 

On the wooden stairs there are more souls.  

These are the souls who walk along the way of the virtues,  

but not in union with my Life and with the continuous connection of my Will.  

 

Their actions are of wood, (since only the union with Me forms golden actions), therefore their 

price is minimal. These souls are short, almost scrawny, because many human purposes are mixed 

in with their good actions, and human purposes do not produce growth.  

They are known to everyone, because they are not hidden within Me, but within themselves. 

Therefore, nobody covers them.  

They will not cause any surprise for Heaven, since they were known also on earth. 


